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5 days virtual online Soft skill development workshop for faculty  

          Date:  24/6/ 2020                                                             

Activity:  Soft Skill Development workshop.                 

Platform: Zoom cloud meeting    

Schedule of the Soft skill development workshop: 

S.no  Days Date Topic 

1 Day1 15/6/2020 Types of communication 

2 Day2 16/6/2020 Active listening and team and effective team 

work 

3 Day3 18/6/2020  Decision making  

4 Day4 22/6/2020 Content session  

5 Day5 23/6/2020 Information about jankari portal 
 

Objective: 

i) To familiarize participants with the emerging ideas and trends on how to develop personality 

during this COVID-19 pandemic situation. 

ii)  To acquaint participants about importance of active listening. 

iii)  To enhance communication skills and interpersonal skills of the participants in order to 

function in profession effectively. 

iv) To enrich the decision making skill of the participant. 

          

 

 

 



Introduction:  

A 5 day virtual online workshop on “soft skill development” was organized by HET’s College of 

Computer Science and Information Technology in association with Pratham InfoTech Pvt Ltd from 15 

June to 23rd June, 2020 on Zoom cloud meeting platform to train in house faculties of Hirwal Education 

Trust. The workshop adopted the processes demonstration-cum-discussion, presentation/lecture, activities 

and video clip viewing. Tips for using respectful expression and body language to be used while doing 

verbal communication. 

Day 0:  

To familiarize the participants  about zoom app, the speaker Mr. Nilesh Takur conducted virtual  meeting 

on zoom  app, in this meeting he trained all participants how to use zoom app safely, different features of 

the app and also answered the queries of the participants. 

 

Day 1: Types of communication by Mr. Nilesh Takur  

On day one, Speaker, Mr. Nilesh Takur started the session by explaining importance of effective 

Communication and how it helps to remove the ambiguity, he also elaborated different types of 

communication like oracle communication and written communication, horizontal and vertical 

communication etc and thump rules one should be followed for verbal communication like importance of 

body language. He emphasized, for official communication written communication to be used and how 

formal and informal letter and to be drafted and highlighted politeness to be incorporated in drafting 

letter, finally he had highlighted on the Techniques for effective presentation the end.   

Day 2: Active listening and team and effective team work by Mr. Nilesh Takur  

On day two, speaker, Mr. Nilesh Takur started the session by highlighting the importance of listening he 

emphasized on how listening is different from careful listening with examples and also explained 

importance of question answering session between the speaker and participants in any events and how it 

helps the speaker to understand whether participants understood the content or not and according one 

could modify the mode of delivering the content.  

He explained how to form a team, the role of leadership in team work for achieving goal by the organist 

ion with in the time period. An insightful session on group discussions was also conducted. 

Day3: Decision making by Mr. Nilesh Takur 

This session he started with practical games he created different situation and asked to take decision and 

explained importance of taking decision carefully when we handle the sensitive situation and 

prioritization is importance while taking decision when we have multiple options. 

 

 

 



4: Content session by Mr. Nilesh Takur 

To accelerate the learning gaps of every individual by getting accustomed with the sustainable learning 

mythology, Pratham InfoTech under their initiative Digital Sakshar “watch learn and grow” offers 

different courses for different age group on their jankari portal, Mr. Nilesh Takur explained the structure 

of the course and requested all participant to work as volunteers for the course and training will be given 

to all teachers. This mission focuses on bridging the gaps while adapting a new digitalized learning 

process by providing 6 days online train to the students. 

 

 

Day 5: Information about jankari portal by Mrs. Prajaktha warlikar 

On day 5th, speaker, Mrs. Prajaktha warlikar trained all faculties, how to use jankari portal, steps to 

add students using DS Beneficiary tab and DS Attendance tab for enter their attendance and also 

told to create separate whatsapp group for further communication and everyday youtube lecture 

link and assignment will be shared on that whatsapp group, volunteers required to conduct the 

online lecture and guide the students in solving the assignments. 

 

 

 



Jankari portal  training: 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Attendance: 
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Outcome:- 

1. The event has been done successfully.  

2. All the participants were participated enthusiastically. 

3. All participants understood features and application of zoom app. 

4. All participants learnt different communication skill to make the classroom more 

interesting. 

5. Participants learnt prompt decision taking through practical game . 

6. All participant learnt process of working on  Jankari portal. 
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